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Floating H (and L *) Tones in Ancient Greeks
Chris Golston, UCLA

This paper looks at two recent approaches to accentuation in Ancient Greek, Steriade 1988 and
Sauzet 1989. Both Steriade and Sauzet include treatments of enclitic accentuation in Ancient Greek
which I will argue need to be revised. Steriade offers a metrical analysis that is consistent with most
of the data but theoretically suspect. Sauzet 1989 offers a mixed metrical/autosegmental account
that is theoretically more appealing but-fails to account for established generalizations about enclitic

accentuation. I will adopt the general framework of Sauzet, which seems to be more in line with
normal (non -enclitic) accentuation in Ancient Greek, but revise his analysis of enclitic accent. The
result, I hope, will be a more insightful approach to enclitic accent than either Steriade's or Sauzet's.
An added bonus of the present analysis is that it uses the same footing procedures that Allen (1973 )
has motivated independently for Ancient Greek primary and secondary stress- -this is true of neither
Sauzet's nor Steriade's analyses.

1. The data. Almost all words in Ancient Greek (AG) have exactly one high tone (H) located on
one of the last three syllables. Exceptions to this rule fall into two classes, traditionally referred to as
'enclitics' and ' proclitics'. Proclitics only appear with a H if they are immediately followed by
enclitics; traditional grammars refer to the tone that appears in this case as belonging to the enclitic
(e.g. Smyth 1920: §181: 'Enclitics usually lose their accent' --my emphasis). The facts concerning
enclitics are somewhat more complicated: for now we may say that enclitics behave as if they have
a H associated with them that may appear (i) on the preceding word (ii) on the enclitic itself, or (iii)
nowhere at all.

Aside from the proclitics and enclitics, then, all words in AG have a H on the antepenult, penult
or ultima. These 'orthotonic' words fall into three classes (Steriade 1988:272):

a. words with inherently accented suffixes

b. words with no derivational suffix but
accented before the inflectional ending

c. words with 'recessive accent'

paid- ísko -s
Ieluk -oó -s
pater -a
iskhuú -s
ánthroopos
anthrobpou

'little child (nom.)'
'having untied (nom.)'
'father (acc.)'
'force (nom.)'
'man (nom.)'
'man (gen.)'

Steriade's and Sauzet's analyses differ primarily in their treatment of recessive accent (c). These
analyses will be discussed in detail below --for now, I would like to review some of the traditional
terminology used in describing accentual classes, since it is used by Steriade in her exposition of
enclitic accentuation and may not be familiar to the reader.

The traditional terminology, used to describe AG accentuation distinguishes classes in terms of
orthographic acute and circumflex accents on the one hand and final, penultimate or antepenultimate
position in the word on the other. 'Oxytones' have an orthographic acute (marking H on monomoraic
syllables or LH on syllables with long vowels or diphthongs) on the final syllable of a word,
'paroxytones' an acute on the penult, and 'proparoxytones' an acute on the antepenult. 'Perispomes'
have an orthographic circumflex (occurring only on long vowels and diphthongs and marking HL)
on the final syllable, 'properispomes' have a circumflex on the penult. (A circumflex may not appear
on the antepenult.) This is diagrammed below in 1:

(1) Accent: on antepenult
acute proparoxytone
circumflex

on penult
paroxytone

properispome

E.6

on ultima
oxytone

perispome



The phonetic realization of AG accent was pitch: acute marks high pitch (H) on mono-moraic

vowels (a, é) and rising pitch (LH) on bi- moraic vowels (ó: = oó); circumflex marks falling pitch

(HL) on bi- moraic vowels (ô = 6o). Greek grammarians from the time of Plato onward referred to

high tone as oksús'sharp. acute' and to low tone as barús'low, grave'.
The interaction of these accentual classes of words (whether of the type paidískos, patéra or

ánthroopos) with enclitics forms the main body of data to be accounted for in treating enclitic

accent .3 In [ otrotonic word + enclitic] sequences, a second H tone may appear

(a) on the final syllable of the word ('host') preceding the enclitic, or

(b) on the final syllable of disyllabic enclitics, or

(c) nowhere.
In no case does a second H appear on a monosyllabic enclitic or on a heavy (CVCC or CVV)

syllable in the orthotonic word. The full range of data is given below, following Steriade:

(2) Orthotonic word + enclitic sequences (Steriade 1988:283 -4)

a. Proparoxytone word + enclitic
eépeirós tis 'some continent'
eépeirós tinos 'someone's continent'
angelós tis 'some messenger'
ángelós tinos 'someone's messenger'

b. Properispome word ending in light syllable + enclitic
óikós tis 'some house'
óikós tinos 'someone's house'

c. Properispome word ending in heavy syllable + enclitic
phóinfks tis 'some phoenix'
phóiniks tinós 'someone's phoenix'

d. Paroxytone word + enclitic
philos tis 'some friend'
philos tinós 'someone's friend'
daimoon tis 'some god'
daímoon tinós 'someone's god'

e. Perispome word + enclitic
phóos ti 'some light'
phóos tinos 'someone's light'

f. Oxytone word + enclitic
hodós tis
hodós tinos

'some road'
'someone's road'

2(a) - (f) pattern in pairs. In (a) and (b) the final syllable of the word preceding the enclitic receives

a second H; in (c) and (d) the final syllable of the disyllabic enclitic receives a second H; in (e) and

(f) no second H appears. I turn now to Steriade's account of accentuation in AG, followed by

Sauzet's.
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2. Steriade 1988. Steriade's account is based on the traditional assumption that the orthographic H
tone marks pitch accent, i.e., that the syllable on which an acute or a circumflex appears is the
metrically prominent syllable. This applies both to the H that appears in words in isolation as well
as the second H that appears with enclitics: for example, in ánthroopós tis, on Steriade's analysis,
the syllables án and pós are both metrically prominent and thus both receive the pitch accent H.-

2.1 Steriade's Account. The core of this analysis, then, is metrical: prominence is converted into a
H late in the derivation. Steriade's analysis involves four rules: Recessive Accent, Rule R, Mora
Clash and E- Destressing. We may begin with Recessive Accent (RA), which assigns prominence to
one of the final three syllables in a word:

(3) Recessive Accent (Word -domain)
a. Final CVC is extrametrical
b. Form left- dominant binary feet (x .), Right to Left
c. End Rule Right

Part (a) of RA operates on a string like anthroopos to yield [anthroo] as the form visible to the rest of
the rule. (b) groups visible syllables into trochees from right to left yielding [an throo] with a
prominent first syllable. (c) makes the rightmost (here the only) foot prominent yielding [änthroo].

After RA has applied, the final syllable becomes visible again (Steriade casts extrametricality as
part of the RA rule); a second rule called Rule R now applies to accent this new material, yielding
.[ánthroo] [pós]. Rule R is given below.

(4) Rule R (applies to words and word + enclitic sequences)
Form right -dominant binary feet (. x ) over new material.

Note that Rule R applies both to words and to word + enclitic sequences. Thus when the enclitic tis
enters into the derivation, it also is subject to Rule R. The result is another right dominant binary
foot and thus another accented syllable: [4.nthroo] [pós] [tis]. This second application of Rule R
marks the beginning of a block of rules that apply on the Encltic- domain (E- domain), a prosodioc
constituent immediately dominating the Word -domain. Other rules on the E- domain include Mora
Clash and E- Destressing, given below.

(5) Mora Clash (domain: Enclitic words)
Line 1 x x ->
Line 0 x x
Line -I x x

(6) E- Destressing (domain: Enclitic words)
Line1 x x ->Q)
Line 0 x (x) x]g

(Foot Line)
(Syllable Line)
(Mora Line)

(Foot Line)
(Syllable Line)

These rules serve to eliminate some of the final accents created by Rule R. Picking up the derivation
of ánthroopós tis, it is clear that [ánthroo] [pós] [tis] fits the structural description of both rules: the
accents on pós and ifs are both on adjacent moras and on adjacent syllables. Mora Clash is ordered
first (see below), and thus it is Mora Clash that deletes the fmal accent on [tis], yielding the correct
surface form [ánthroopós tisi. The full derivation is given below for clarity:
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(7) Steriade's derivation of ánthroopós ris 'some man'
W- domain: Recessive Accent [ánthroo]

Rule R [ánthroo] [pós]
E- domain: Rule R [ánthroo] [pós] [tís]

Mora Clash [ánthroo] [pós] ris
Surface ánthroopós ris

An example of an orthotonic word + disyllabic enclitic is derived as follows:

(8) Steriade's derivation of ángelós tinos 'someone's messenger'
W- domain: Recessive Accent [ángel

Rule R [Angel [lós]
E- domain: Rule R [ángel [Ms] [ tin6s]

Mora Clash n/a
E- Destressing [ángel [1ós] [tinos]
Surface ángelós tinos

Here the output of the second application of Rule R does not meet the structural description of Mora
Clash (a mora intervenes between the two accents) but does meet that of E- Destressing, which
eliminates the final accent yielding the correct surface form [ángelós tinos].

2.2 Problems with Steriade's analysis. There are at least three significant drawbacks to the metrical
analysis presented here: (1) the existence of the E -word and the E- domain, (2) the claim that the
syllable with the H is the metrically prominent syllable and (3) the accentuation of sequences of
proclitic + enclitic.

2.2.1. The E- domain and the E -word A number of prosodic domains have been motivated in the
literature above the level of the syllable: these include (working from smaller to larger domains) the
Phonological Word, the Clitic Group, the Phonological Phrase, the Intonational Phrase and the
Utterance Phrase (see, e.g., Hayes 1989, Nespor and Vogel 1986). One might ask where the E-
domain fits in here. It is clearly larger than the Phonological Word, and, for reasons that will be
discussed shortly, must be smaller than the Clitic Group. Thus Steriade's analysis posits a new level
of prosodic structure not motivated for languages other than AG. More significantly, the E- domain
seems to be needed only to capture the facts of enclitic accentuation. Other considerations (see
below) suggest that enclitics pattern just like other short function words and form Clitic Groups with
adjacent content words (Hayes 1989).

Let us turn, then, to the Clitic Group in Ancient Greek. The existence of the Clitic Group in AG
must be supported by either (i) evidence that the Clitic Group serves as the domain for a
phonological rule or rules or (ii) evidence that the Clitic Group forms a prosodic constituent. Both
types of evidence are to be found. I begin with the former.

The Clitic Group as a rule domain. There is a rule in AG traditionally referred to as Crasis
'mingling' in which the final vowel of a function word coalesces with the initial V of the following
word (Vendryes 1945: §320; Bally 1945: §237;Smyth 1920: §173; Allen 1973:228; Sommerstein
1973:59, etc.). Examples are given in (9):

(9) ' Crasis'
a. kaì épeita kaápeita (ai + e _ aa)

and then
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b. ho ánthroopos haánthroopos (o + a = aa)
the man

c. prò érgou proúrgou (o + e = ou)
for use 'useful'

d. mou estf moustf (ou + e = ou)
mine is 'is mine'

Crasis occurs within Clitic Groups as defined by Hayes (1989): a content word and any adjacent

function wonist. Examples of the different parts of speech to which words undergoing Crasis
belong bear this out .5 Crasis occurs between a definite article and the noun that follows, between a
relative pronoun and the word which follows, etc., as shown in (10) (from Smyth 1920: §62 -69).

(10) Domain of 'Crasis'
a. definite article + word [ta á11a]

the others
b. relative pronoun + word pegó]

which I
c. pronoun+ word [egò óida]

I think
d. enclitic pronoun+ word s i estf]

to -you is
d. vocative+ word (¢4 áner]

Oh! man
e. prepostion+ word [p ékhoon]

for having
f. conjunction+ word Rai hiketeúete]

and beseech:2sg

taálla

haagó

egóoida

soustf

óoner

protíkhoon

khiiketeúete

It may be shown that Crasis is a rule limited to occurring within Clitic Groups. (11) shows that it
does not apply across Clitic Groups:

(11) a. tée heeméra => theeméra
thedat daYdat

b. tee dekátee heeméra *tee dekátheeméra
thedat tentldat daYdat

In (11a) the article and noun form a single CG, [tée heeméra]cG, and Crasis applies within it. In

(11b), the article forms a CG with dekátee'tenth' (the adjacent content word) while heeméra (another
content word) forms a CG on its own: [tée dekátee]cG [heeméra]cG. Crasis does not apply across
the CG boundaries despite the segmental identity of the cases in (a) and (b): ...tee # heeméra.

Evidence that the CG forms a prosodic constituent in AG is 'less direct but nevertheless
compelling. In a series of articles, Devine and Stephens (1978, 1981, 1983) show that the sequence
[function word + content word] or [content word + function word] forms a prosodic constituent,
larger than the word but smaller than the sequence [content word + content word] --ie, that there are
CGs in AG. Their evidence is drawn from two areas of Greek poetics the caesura and the 'bridge'.
(Bridges are positions in a line at which word -break is disfavored: e.g.,. between first and second
syllables of a the fifth foot of an iambic line.) 'Strong' word -boundary is preferred at caesura and
dispreferred at bridges: a word like ánthroopos tends not to straddle a caesura but does tend to
straddle a bridge. 'Weak' (word -internal) boundary is dispreferred' at caesura and preferred at
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bridges. 'Appositive' boundary (the boundary between a function word and a content word) is
allowed both at caesura. (though less preferedly than strong boundary) and at bridge (though less
preferedly than word -internal boundary). This is summarized in (12) below, where ' +' means
'preferred', '= means 'dispreferred'.

(12) word -internal function + content content + content
Allowed at Caesura: - ± +
Allowed at Bridge: + t

Devine and Stephens go on to argue that it is 'unlikely that the syntax directly determines the
permissibility of appositives at bridge and caesura' (1978:318); instead, it is the phonological
dependency of appositives on content words that accounts for their split behavior with respect to
caesura and bridge. In other words, the boundary between two CGs is stronger than the boundary
between a function word and a content word within a CG; and the boundary between a function
word and a content word within a CG is stronger than the boundary between two morphemes in a
content word. This constituetes evidence that the CG is a prosodic constituent in AG.

Returning now to Steriade 1988, recall that she posits the E- domain as a rule domain (for Rule R,
Mora Clash and E- Destressing) and as a prosodic constituent (the E- word). Could it be that the E-
domain and the CG in AG are co-extensive, i.e., that Steriade's E- domain is the Clitic Group? The
answer here must be no. If the E- domain were the same as the CG, Crasis would apply only
between enclitics and words that precede them, whereas we have seen that it occurs between a much
larger class of function words and the words that precede or follow them. The E -word thus is the
domain for no rules other than those needed in . Steriade's analysis to derive enclitic accentuation.
Devine and Stephens' work shows that the sequence [content word + enclitic] forms the same size
prosodic constituent as does the sequence [function word + content word] or [content word +
function word]; that is, their list of appositives includes the enclitics. Thus there is no evidence (in
their work at least) that [enclitic + content word] forms a constituent smaller than the CG and larger
than the phonological word. To conclude, there seems to be no evidence (outside of enclitic
accentuation) for the E -word as a prosodic constituent or for the E- domain as a rule domain.

2.2.2. H marks the metrically prominent syllable. A second problem with Steriade's analysis is her
implicit claim that the syllable with the H is the metrically prominent syllable. This is in direct
conflict with W.S. Allen's (1973) work on AG stress. Allen's stress rules for AG may be put as
follows (see Allen 1973:333 for his formulation):

(13) Ancient Greek Stress
a. Form moraic trochees ((" V ) or ( - ) ) from right to Left
b. End Rule Right

A word such as anthroopos will be footed and stressed as in (14). Note that [pos] cannot be footed
because it is preceded by a heavy syllable:

(14) ( x)
(x) (x)
an throo pos

Recall that Steriade's analysis made [an] the stressed syllalble (by making [pos] extrametrical and
forming a syllabic trochee over the remainder of the word) in order to correctly position the H tone
over it: Steriade's analysis thus leads to an unlikely scenario: that AG employed extrametricality
and syllabic trochees to determine pitch accent and independently used no extrametricality and
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moraic trochees to determine stress .6 It is unlikely that the H marked in AG orthography generally
coincided with the metrically prominent syllable.

2.2.3. Proclitics. The third problem with Steriade's analysis involves the accentuation of 'proclitics'.
Recall that proclitics show up with no H unless they are immediately followed by an (unaccented)
enclitic. This is shown below in (15):

(15) a. ei ánthroopós tis... 'if some man...'
b. el tis ánthroopos... (same meaning with different word order)

On Seriade's account, ei in (15b) must receive accent by either Recessive Accent or by Rule R. tis in
(15b) presumably also receives accent by (Rule R) but it is then deleted either by Mora Clash or by
E- Destressing. But if ei in (15b) receives accent, so should ei in (15b) yielding *eí ánthroopós tis...
And note that neither Mora Clash nor E- Destressing could remove accent from ei in (15a); if either
rule were applicable (if [ei + anthrooposj formed an E- Word), it would be the accent on ánthroopos
that would delete (since Mora Clash and E- Destressing delete the second of two adjacent or near-
adjacent accents). Steriade's analysis clearly falls to extend to the accentuation of proclitics.

3. Sauzet 1989. Sauzet's analysis of AG accentuation is remarkable in that it elegantly avoids all
three of the problems that beset Steriade's analysis. The central insight to Sauzet's analysis is that
the orthographic H in AG need not be the pitch accent. Instead, he posits a L* tone that marks the
pitch accent; the tonal melody HL* is mapped onto the word with L* mapped onto the prominent
syllable. H docks to the mora immediately preceding L *.

3.1 Sauzet's analysis. Sauzet's analysis thus has two distinct parts: the first is purely metrical and
picks out the prominent syllable in a word. The second is autosegmental and assigns the tonal
melody HL* to the metrically intrepreted string. Sauzet's rules may be paraphrased as in (16).
Aword like ángelos'messenger' is accented as in (17).

(16) Stress and Pitch Accent
a. Form syllabic trochees, Right to Left

(n.b.: monosyllabic and disyllabic enclitics form their own feet)
b. End Rule Right.
c. Associate the melody HL* to the metrically prominent syllable.

(17) ángelos'messenger'
( x) ( x)

(x) (x .) (x) (x .) (x) (x .)
an ge los > an ge los > an ge los

I 1 I

H L* H L*

(16a) groups the string into syllabic throchees. (16b) makes the rightmost prominent syllable
prominent. (16e) maps L* onto the prominent syllable and maps H onto whatever mora precedes
that syllable. (16) thus captures both the stress and the accentuation facts (of this form at least) with
the same footing procedure and without extrametricality.

Sauzet's treatment of enclitics is parallel to that of orthotonic words. Enclitics also are assigned
the tonal melody HL* but they (unlike orthotonic words) allow their melody to be mapped onto
preceding words. A derivation makes clear how this is meant to occur:
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(18) ángelós tis 'some messenger' (following Sauzet)
( x) ( x)

(x) (x .) (X) (x) (x .) (x) (x) (x .) (x)
an ge los tis > an ge los tis > an ge los tis

I I I I I I I I I

H L* H L* H L* H L* H L* H L*

(I assume in this derivation that HL* melody has already been associated to angelus. On the
following cycle, tis is added with its own HL *.) (17a) groups the segmental material into syllabic
trochees from right to left; since enclitics form their own feet, (17a) merely adds a degenerate foot
over tis. (17b) makes the rightmost foot prominent, and it is to the syllable in this foot that the
second L* is associated (17c). The H docks whereever it can, resulting in the correct surface form
[ángelós tisi.

The advantages of Sauzet's analysis over Steriade's are clear. First, his analysis does not require
an E- domain or an E -word and can be formalized using only well- motivated prosodic categories.
Second, and more importantly perhaps, Sauzet is able to capture the fact that H does not necessarily
mark metrically prominent syllables? Third, his analysis may easily be extended to cover the
accentuation of proclitics before enclitcs.

If we assume that proclitics have no HL* melody associated with them, we may derive
sequences like el tis ánthroopos... 'if some man...' as follows:

(19) (x ) ( x) ( x)
(x) (x) (x . .) (x) (x) (x) (x .)
ei tis An throo pos > ei tis An throo pos

I I I I I I

H L* H L* H L* H L*

(I have added an extra word layer that Sauzet omits in this derivation; but this changes nothing
essential in his analysis.) The first step in (19) involves assigning feet to tis and to ei; note that the
HL* melody that comes with tis has not yet been associated. The second step involves forming the
proclitic and the enclitic into a single 'word's and applying End Rule Right. L* now docks to tis,
leaving H to dock onto (the final mora of) ei, yielding the correct surface form el tis anthr000pos....
Crucially, on this account, proclitics will get a H if and only if they are followed by an enclitic, the
desired result.

3.2 Problems with Sauzet's account. Although Sauzet's analysis is clearly on the right track, it too
does not capture all the relevant facts. Two changes need to be made to bring his analysis in line
with the data: first, the foot constructed must be a moraic rather than a syllabic trochee (3.2.1);
second, the melody that 'comes with' enclitics must be simply H rather than HL* (3.2.2).
3.2.1. The moraic trochee in stress and accentuation. Allen's (1973:334) rule for assigning primary
and secondary stress in AG require that the stress 'matrix' consist of one heavy or two light syllables,
ie, a moraic trochee. I will not go through Allen's reasons for this here (see Chapter 16 of Accent
and Rhythm). It is enough to point out that for Sauzet's purposes, a moraic trochee will serve just as
well as the syllabic trochee he adopts.

If a word ends in 2 light syllables, moraic and syllabic trochees parse them identically and assign
the penultimate syllable stress. If a word ends in a short-heavy sequence, either type of trochee will
assign the ultima stress. If a word ends in a heavy -short sequence, a moraic trochee will stress the
penult (assuming that a single short cannot be footed unless it is the sole syllable of an enclitic), as
will a syllabic trochee (though for different reasons). Finally, if both final syllables are Iong, a
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moraic trochee will form two feet and a syllabic trochee will too. Thus, consider Sauzet's derivation
of hamárreema'fault', where the penult is heavy:

(20) ( x) ( x)
(x .) (x .) > (x ;) (x .) > (x .) (x .)
ha martee ma ha nnrtee ma ha martee ma

i I I

H L*

Here, moraic trochees would produce a different footing, but the same net result:

(21.) ( X) ( x)
(x) (x) > (x) (X) > (x) (x)

ha martee ma ha martee ma ha manee ma
I 1

HL*

It seems best, then, to change Sauzet's footing to moraic trochees, as shown in (22):

(22) Stress and Pitch Accent (revised version of Sauzet 1989)
a. Form moraic trochees, Right to Left

(n.b.: monosyllabic and disyllabic enclitics form their own feet)
b. End Rule Right.
c. Associate the melody HL* to the metrically prominent syllable.

3.2.2. Enclitic tonal melodies. Recall that under Sauzet's analysis enclitics enter the derivation with
the same HL* melody as orthotonic words: The analysis of monosyllabic enclitics (which never
receive an accent) is straightforward (see 18 above). But Sauzet's analysis makes exactly the wrong
predictions in cases like phdiniks tins 'someone's phoenix', philos tins 'someone's friend' and
daímoan tins 'someone's god' where there is an orthographic acute on the final 'syllable of a
disyllabic enclitic (see above 2 c, d). To see why, consider the derivation Sauzet would have to give
for phóiniks rinds 'someone's phoenix':9

(23) phóiniks tinós'someone's phoenix'
( x) ( x)

(x .) (x .) (x.) (x .) (x .) (x .)
phoi niks ti nos > phoi niks ti nos > *phoi niks ti nos

A A \ A I i

H L* H L* H L* H L* H L* H L*

(I have momentarily returned to Sauzet's use of syllabic rather than moraic trochees to make
comparison with his derivations easier.) If L* is associated with a prominent syllable and if enclitics
are footed trochaically, the H of the melody HL* can never appear on the final syllable of the
enclitic, as (23) makes clear. We could try assigning the melody L *H to enclitics (this would derive
the present case); but this is problematic for cases like ángelós tinos, which would then come out as
*ángelos tins, as shown in (24):
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(24) *iangelos rinás'someone's messenger'
( X) ( x) ( x)
(x) (x, .) (x .) (x) (x .) (x .) (x) (x .) (x .)

an ge los _ ti nos > an ge los ti nos > an ge los ti nos
I I I I I I I I C I

H L* L* H H L* L* H H L* L* H

4. Reformulating Sauzet. Let us suppose that enclitics differ from orthotonic words in that they are
associated with the melody H instead of the melody HL* . This may be incorporated directly into
Sauzet's analysis in a derivation like (25).

(25) angelós tinos'someone's messenger'
( x) ( x) (x) ( x) (x)
(x) (x .) (x) (x .) (x .) (x) (x .) (x .)

an ge los ti nos > an ge los ti nos > an ge los ti nos
I I I I I I I

H L* H H L* H H L* H

Step 1 in (25) shows the derivation of angelos before tinos has been added: moraic trochees are
constructed over an and gelos and a word level grid mark is assigned over the rightmost grid mark;
L* is associated to the prominent syllalbe and H docks immediately to its left. Step 2 shows the
footing of tinos, with its own word level grid mark. Finally, the third step shows the association of
the floating H to the leftmost available (footed and toneless) syllable. Cases in which the disyllabic
enclitic is accented are derived slightly differently. Consider, the derivation of phílós tinos, given in
(26).

(26) philos tinós'someone's friend'
(x) (x) (x) (x) (x) (x)
(x .) (x .) (x .) (x .) (x .) (x .)

phi los > phi los > phi los ti nos 1> phi los ti nos
A ( floating) I I I I I

H L* H L* H L* H H L* H

Step 1 shows the assignment of metrical structure and initial association of the tonal melody HL* to
philos. In step 2 the L* has been delinked because contour tones are not allowed in AG on
monomoraic segments. Step 3 shows the addition of tinos to the derivation, its footing and word -
level stress. Step 4 has the floating L* reassociating to the only available metrically prominent
syllable ti; finally, the floating H is associated to the right of L *.

Forms such as phóiniks tins and daimoon tins can be derived in similar fashion if we assume a
rule of clash resolution that destresses niks and moon before stressed ti and thus floats their L* tones
(I am indebted to Juliette [Levin] Blevins for this analysis). A derivation for phóiniks tins is given
in (27): t

1

(27) pháiniks tinós'someone's phoenix'
( x) (x ) (
(x) (x) (x .) (x)

x) ( x)
(x) (x .) (x) (x) (x .)

phoi niks ti nos > phoi niks ti nos > phoi niks ti nos
I I (clash) I I I I

H L* H H L* H H L* H
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Both phoiniks and tinos receive word -level accent (End Rule Right), resulting in adjacent stressed
moras (step 1); the clash between these moras is resolved in favor of the second stress (on ti -step 2);
L* floats, since by definition it cannot be associated to an unstressed syllable and reassociates to the
only metricaly prominent syllable, ti (step 3); finally, the floating H associates to the only available
syllable, nos, yielding phóiniks tins. dalmoon tins is derived identically. (See appendix for full
derivations of all word + enclitic sequences.)

This leaves only two types of orthotonic word + enclitic sequence unaccounted for- -cases in
which no second accent appears anywhere (2e, t above) and all the cases of unaccented
monosyllabic enclitics.

I begin with the latter. Something special needs to be said about monosyllabic enclitics on any
account: Steriade uses Mora Clash and E- Destressing to de- accent them; Sauzet avoids them
altogether by only giving derivations for cases like ángelós tis where the second accent appears on
the orthotonic word. I will assume that monomoraic enclitcs such as tis cannot bear tone because
they cannot be footed.10 A derivation for dalmoon tis 'a god' is given in (28).

(28) daímoón tis 'a god'
( x) ( x)
(x) (x) (x) (x)
daimoon fis > daimoon tis ( *monosyllabic enclitics with H)

I I I I

H L* H H L*

I assume that the L* in (28) is associated with both moras of the syllable moon11; consequently,
there is no free (toneless) syllable for the floating H to associate to and it is deleted.

This leaves only cases where enclitics follow words with accents on the final syllable, such as
phóos'light' and hodós 'road' (2e, f above). Recall that enclitics are never themselves accented when
they follow such words: phóos tinos, not *phóos tins; hodós tinos, not *hodós ti1ós. Following
Sauzet (1989:103ff), we may treat final accented words as words with prelinked Hs. hodós tinos is
derived by a rule that deletes a floating H if it follows a linked H (motivated, presumably by the
OCP)12. This rule is given in (29):

(29) H-deletion
01 Q

I > I

H H H

A derivation for hodós tinos appears in (30):

(30) hodós tinos 'someone's road'
(x) (x) (x) (x) (x)
(x .) (x .) (x .) (x .) (x .)
ho dos ti nos > ho dos ti nos > ho dos ti nos

i I (OCP) I

H H H H H

Steps 1 and 2 show the footing and word -level stress assignment of hocks and tinos respectively;
step 3 involves the deletion of the floating H by the rule in (29).
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phóos tinos is a slightly different case. i3 It makes sense to treat the difference between phóos and
hodós as one of recessive vs. prelinked accent. But if phóos is recessively accented with HL *. it
must be phóòs on the surface; yet this yields the wrong results if we try to derive phóos tinos as we
did hadós tiiios, since the former will allow the enclitic's H to associate to the final syllable of the
enclitic yielding *phóos tinós. I will therefore assume that any word with a H on the final syllable
(H, LH or HL) has its tonal melody prelinked. The glaring difficulty with this is that it necessitates
that all monosyllabic words have pre- linked tones --I will try and address this issue in future work.
For now I will assume that words like phóos end with a H on their tonal tier by the time enclitics
enter the derivation. This allows a simple derivation of phóos tinos'some©ne's light', exactly parallel
to that of hodós tinos 'someone's road':

(31) phóos tinos 'someone's light'
(x) (x)

(x), (x .) (x) (X .)
phoos ti nos > phoos ti nos

(H -Del) 1

H H H

Only the tonal tier need concern us here: when tinos is introduced into the derivation with its
floating H, a violation of the OCP occurs; this is resolved by deleting the unlinked H of the enclitic,
resulting in the correct surface form phóos tinos.

S. Conclusion. I hope to have shown that a more general analysis of the facts of AG accentuation is
possible than is found in either Steriade 1988 or Sauzet 1989. The analysis I have presented is based
primarily on Sauzet but makes two important changes. First, the foot inventory for AG is claimed to
be only (" " ) or (- ), the 'moraic trochee'. This brings Sauzet's, analysis of accentuation in line with
Allen's previous analysis of stress, allowing both stress and accent to be read off of the same metrical
grid.. Second, the tonal melody associated with enclitics (H) is claimed to differ from that associated
with orthotonic words (HL *) --this allows a principled analysis of the complex enclitic facts that
Steriade treated and Sauzet was forced to ignore.

A couple of stipulations remain, of course: it is not clear on this (or any) account why
monosyllabic enclitics are never accented. Also, the claim that forms like phóos are not recessively
accented does not sit well intuitively. I hope to address these problems in future research.
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Appendix:derivations of the central enclitic forms
in Steriade 1988 (p. 283 -284)

a. Proparoxytone word + enclitic
eépeirós tis 'some continent'

(x) (x) (x) (x)(x)14
ee pei ros tis > ee pei ros tis

I 1 I I I

H L* H H L* H

eépeirós tinos 'someone's continent'
( x) ( x) (x) ( x) (x)
(x) (x) (x) (x) (x) (x .) (X) (x) (x) (x .)

ee pei ros ti nos > ce pei ros ti nos > ce pei ros ti nos
I I I I I I I

H L* H H L* H H L* H

ángelós tis 'some messenger'
( x) ( x)
(x) (x .) (x) (x .)

an ge los tis > an ge los tis
I I I I I

H L* H H L* H

eingelós tinos 'someone's messenger'
( X) ( X) (x) ( x) (x)

(x) (x .) (X) (X .) (x .) (x) (x .) (x .)
an ge los ti nos > an ge los ti nos > an ge los ti nos

I I I I I I I

H L* H H L* H H L* H

b. Properispome word ending in light syllable + enclitic
óikós tis 'some house'

(x) (x)
(X) (x) (x)
oi kos tis > of kos tis
A A I

HL *H HL* H

óikós tinos 'someone's house'
(x) (x) (x) (x) (x)
(x) (x) (x) (x .) (x) (x) (x .)

oi kos ti nos > oi kos ti nos > oi kos ti nos
A A A I

HL* H HL* H HL* H
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c. Properispome word ending in heavy syllable + enclitic
phóiniks tis 'some phoenix'

( x) ( x)
(x) (x) (x) (x)

phoi niks tis > phoi niks tis ( *monosyllabic enclitics with H) 1

I
I I

H L* H H L*

phóiniks tinós'sooneone's phoenix'
( x) (x ) ( x) ( x)
(x) (x) (x .) (x) (x) (x .) (x) (x) (x .)

phoi niks ti nos > phoi niks ti nos > phoi niks ti nos
I I (clash) I I I I

H L* H H L* H H L* H

d. Paroxytone word + enclitic
philos tis'some friend'

(x) (x) (x) (x) (x)
(x .) (x .) (x .) (x .) (x .)

phi los > phi los > phi los fis > phi los tis > phi los tis
(floating) I I 1 (OCP) I

H L* H L* H L* H H H H

philos tinós'someone's friend'
(X) (x) (x) (x) (X) (x)
(x .) (x .) (x .) (X -) (X .) (x .)

phi los > phi los > phi los ti nos > phi los ti nos
A ( floating) I I I I I

H L* H L* H L* H H L* H

daimoon tis'a god'
( x) ( x)
(x) (x) (x) (x)
daimoon tis > daimoon tis (*monosyllabic enclitics with H)

I I I I

H L* H H L*

daimoon tinos 'someone's god'
( x) (x) ( x) ( x)
(x) (x) (x .) (x) (x) (x .) (x) (x) (x .)
daimoon ti nos > daimoon ti nos > daimoon ti nos

I I (clash) I I 1 I

H L* H H L* H H L* H
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e. Perispome word + enclitic
phóos ti 'some light'

(x) (x)
(X) (x)

phoos ti > phoos ti
I (OCP)

H H H

phóos tinos 'someone's light'
' (x) (x) ( x) ( X)

(x) . (x .) (x) (x .) (x) , (x .)
phoos ti nos > phoos ti nos > phoos ti nos

I ' (clash) I (OCP) I

H H H H H

f. Oxytone word + enclitic
hodós tis 'some road'

(x) (x)
(x .) (x .)
ho dos tis > ho dos tis

I (OCP) I

H H H

hodós tinos 'someone's road'
(x) (x) (x) (x) (x)
(x .) (x .) (x .) (x .) (x .)
ho dos ti nos > ho dos ti nos > ho dos ti nos

I I (OCP) I

H H H H H

1 I would like to thank Juliette Blevins, Bruce Hayes, and Cari Spring for their valuable comments;
special thanks to René Kager and Donca Steriade, who read earlier versions of this paper and
suggested a number of revisions. Shortcomings are mine- -with more help from these guys maybe I'll
be able to correct them later.
2 e.g.,Cratylus 399a: 'Take, for example, the word ALL cp[Xos ['dear to God'-- C.G.]; in order to
convert this from a sentence into a noun, we omit one iota and sound the middle syllable grave
instead of acute...' (tr. Benjamin Jowett, in Hamilton & Cairns 1961).
3 But not the only data. I will argue below that the accentuation of proclitics (when they precede
enclitics) and the accentuation of sequences of enclitics is relevant to a general treatment of encitic
accent as well. ,

4 The existence of words which always 'lean' to the left or the right in forming Clitic Groups
regardless of the syntactic constituent to which they belong requires positing directional clitics
(DCLs, see Nespor and Vogel 1986:154 ff.). This is true not only of traditional proclitics and
enclitics but also of other function words such as dé 'and'(which 'leans to the left'), apó 'from' (which
usually leans to the right), etc. These are traditionally referred to as 'appositives' (see Allen
1973:287 -8 et passim.) Devine and Stephens (1983:1) list 'articles, conjunctions, negatives, modals,
interrogatives, and pronouns' as common appositives.
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5In some of these examples no content word is present; in such cases the Clitic Group encompasses
both words in the example and any additional function words to their right up to and including a
content word..
6 Assuming, of course, that Allen's arguments regarding the position of stress in AG are sound. See
below, section 3.2.1.
7 Though it may, in cases like óikos 'house'. Here L* docks to the prominent syllable [oil and H is
adjoined to it with the result that H ends up on the first mora, L* on the second mora of the syllable;
the result is a contour tone on the penult. In cases like philos the derivation is the same except that
after H adjoins, the L* is deleted (since contour tones are not permitted on single moras: see Sauzet
p.92 for details.)
8 For justification see eg., Allen (1973:310, 328) and Devine and Stephens (1983 :4, 12).
9 Sauzet attempts no such derivation and sidesteps the issue of final accented enclitics altogether:
7e n'aborde pas la question de l'apparition d'un accent sur l'enclitique. Les données mêmes ne sont
pas sûres'. In support of this he cites Laum (1928:140) and Bally (1945:113). I have not been able
to get the first reference, but the second reads as follows:

"Quant à l'accent final de l'enclitique dans le cas de logos rinds ['a speech'-- C.G.I, il est purement
orthographique, et comparable à celui des proclitiques. A l'appui de cette hypothêse, on peut
faire valoir ce qui suit:

1) Cet accent disparaît sans laisser de traces en cas d'elision: ándra tin' éidvn (pour oindra
dal éidvn ['saw a man'-- C.G.j.

2) Chez Hérodote, le pronom personnel non réfléchi spheas, spheoon, après un orthotonique
paroxyton n'est jamais accentué (v. Powell, Classical review, 52, p.163 ss.)."

(1) is a well- recognized phenomenon but has not swayed most scholars into accepting Bally's
conclusion that accentuation of enclitics was purely orthographic' (Smyth 1920:42, Postgate
1924:70, Vendryes 1945:81, Allen 1973:241, Steriade 1988, etc.; but see Sommerstein 1973:161).
The force of (i) is somewhat diminished by the existence of non -enclitic words that also lose their
accent 'without a trace': "Le recul de l'accent n'a jamais lieu lorsque le mot élidé est une préposition,
und des conjunctions 016 oudé meedé eedé idé ou un des enclitigwues tiná et pote" ( Vendryes
1945:251)- -since (1) is not limited to enclitic accent, it does not provide strong evidence that enclitic
accent in these cases is purely orthographic. (2) is probably a parochialism limited to (Epic and)
Ionic and thus irrelevant to Attic and other dialects of Greek; even if it is true that this pronoun is
unaccented after paroxytones, all the other accented enclitics are still a problem. Bally does not
explain why AG would have had such a bizarre orthographic convention for proclitics and disyllabic
enclitics.
10 Bruce Hayes (p.c.) points out that this doesn't follow from anything (and is thus just a stipulation
in disguise)... Furthermore, it is not just single -mora monosyllabic enclitics that never get a H; AG
had a number of bimoraic (and thus footed on my account) enclitics (pou 'anywhere', poos in any
way', etc.) and these apparently never bore accent either. René Kager (p.c.) also points out that kos
in óikos tis is unfooted, yet is able to bear tone. I will not pursue these problems here.
11 This is consistent with Sauzet's analyses, which associates L* to both moras of heavy syllables;
otherwise, forms like hamárteema would have falling (HL *) tones on their penult --ie, if the L* of a
HL* tonal melody associated only to the final mora of a heavy syllable, the H would associate to the
first mora of that syllable.
12 I follow Inkelas (1987) in treating the distinction between linked and unlinked tones as
distinctive - je, one that rules may refer to. The rule must refer to unlinked tones because of the
existence of another rule I have not discussed here. This rule lowers word -final Hs to L when the
next word has a linked H in it. The difference is seen in word + enclitic sequences vs. word + word
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sequences: in hodós tinos an unlinked H on tinos is deleted after the linked H on hodós; in hodós dé
'but (the) road' the linked H on hodós is lowered to L before the linked H on dé.

14 ros.is now a closed syllable since the next word begins with a consonant; being long it is footable
(- ) and is thus eligible to host tones. The same applies for eépeirós tinos, óikós tis, and óikós tinos
(below).
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